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FOR WITH GOD NOTHING SHALL BE IMPOSSIBLE. LUKE 1:37 
 

 

Website: www.armyoffrogs17.net 

TG: https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17 

TRACKING RESIGNATIONS/NOTABLE DEATHS: 

 Michigan Republican Rep. Fred Upton, who 
voted to impeach Trump, announces 
retirement 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/michigan-
republican-rep-fred-upton-retires  

RUSSIA/UKRAINE: 

 . JUST IN - Putin says Russia will ‘monitor’ 
food exports to ‘hostile’ countries 
More: https://cutt.ly/9FwnD5W  

 ALERT: Poland orders US tanks, other battle 
vehicles for $4.74 billion 
More: https://cutt.ly/vFwWAPZ  

 🇷🇺🇺🇦⚡️"Caliber" destroyed the training center 

of the Ukrainian special operations forces in 
the city of Ochakiv h/t Intel Slava Z 

 The LPR said that Ukrainian troops blew up a 
tank, presumably with hydrochloric acid, in 
the workshop of the Zarya plant in Rubizhne 
h/t Intel Slava Z 

 Russia and Ukraine exchanged prisoners in 
the format of 86 for 86 people - 
Commissioner for Human Rights in the 
Russian Federation Tatyana Moskalkova h/t 
Intel Slava Z 

 German Foreign Ministry: there are hardly 
weapons left in the warehouses of the 
Bundeswehr that can be sent to Ukraine h/t 
Intel Slava Z 

 -EU will ban Russian ships from entering EU 
ports  
- The EU will ban the export of 
semiconductors, machinery and transport 
equipment to the Russian Federation in the 
amount of 10 billion euros,  
-The EU will ban the participation of Russian 
companies in public procurement in the EU 
and any financial support for Russian state 
bodies,said the head of the European 
Commission h/t Intel Slava Z 

 The army of the LPR continues to liberate the 
territory of the republic.  At 7 km from the 
occupied Ukrainian Armed Forces of 
Severodonetsk, the assault brigade strikes at  

 
h/t MEMES WQRLD 

1811105APR22 PM News Highlights 

 

 

SO MUCH PANIC….. 

 enemy positions 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/1
11928  

 Russian forces are preparing 
to hand over Kherson to 

Ukraine - 🇺🇦 presidential 

adviser h/t Aquila 

 Putin AND Xi...� 
“Putin, Xi Open To 'Direct 
Talks' With Zelensky As 
Pentagon Fails To Confirm 
Russian Involvement In 
Bucha Killings” 
https://www.zerohedge.com/g
eopolitical/putin-xi-open-
direct-talks-zelensky-
pentagon-fails-confirm-
russian-involvement-bucha  

 Self-propelled guns 2S7M 
"Malka" are now involved in 
the denazification of Ukraine.  
This is a self-propelled 
artillery gun of great power.  It 
was put into service in 1986 
and is still one of the most 
powerful guns in the world. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/1
11951  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Politics and Related News Cont’d 

 
 FROG: Kek. Pretty sure Russia pulled 

out of ownership of uranium one the day 
before he hit Ukraine.  
-From Nov 12. Shared it again in Jan 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/61685  

 Wicked game. RISK. 
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IRAN/SYRIA/ISRAEL/SA NEWS 

 JUST IN - Iran cleric dies after knife attack, 
two others wounded: official @insiderpaper 

 
 
NORTH KOREA/JAPAN/TAIWAN/CHINA:  

 China/Taiwan 
https://www.cia.gov/readingroom/docs/polo-
34.pdf  

 
https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/briefing-book/nuclear-

vault/2019-01-10/taiwans-bomb  

 Taiwan can secretly build a nuke. I wonder if 
they did 

 

 
https://amp.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/07/t

aiwan-us-military-trainers-china  

 Taiwan says it won’t pay century-old debt to 
US https://asiatimes.com/2019/09/taiwan-
says-it-wont-pay-century-old-debt-to-us/  

 
 
DURHAM HABBENINGS:  

 John Solomon: This is the first time John 
Durham has used the word conspiracy with 
Hillary Clinton’s name. WATCH: 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/111917  

 More indictments are coming based on the 
latest filing. It could possibly be Andy 
McCabe, Christoper Steele or Jake Sullivan. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/111918  

 Happy D5 
 
 
 
 

 
 4/5-D5 

 Devin Nunes reacts to the 
breaking Durham news today, 
where Durham proved he has 
stone cold proof that 
Sussmann lied to the FBI 
about whether he was 
working for the HRC 
campaign.  
 
In Durham’s filing, he wrote, 
“These parties acted as 'joint 
venturer[s]' and therefore 
should be 'considered as co-
conspirator[s],” and provided 
a damning text message from 
Sussman to James Baker.  
 
Devin gives great insight into 
how Durham is just absolutely 
owning these deep state 
scumbags.  
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/1
11966  

POLITICS:  

 JUST IN - EU proposed 
sanctions against Russia that 
would include a ban on coal 
imports and blocking Russian 
ships from entering European 
ports 
More: https://cutt.ly/wFwtKB1  

 JUST IN - EU declares some 
Russian diplomats ‘persona 
non grata’ 
More: https://cutt.ly/bFwndG8  

 JUST IN - The EU executive 
on Tuesday launched a 
never-used procedure against 
Hungary that could see the 
Hungarian government 
stripped of EU funding 
More: https://cutt.ly/vFwQdnj  

 BREAKING: Hunter Biden 
Federal Grand Jury asked 
witness during testimony to 
identify “the Big Guy.” Biden’s 
Chief of Staff Ron Klain also 
now implicated in scandal 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/1
11922  

 ICYMI: "Durham bombshell: 
Prosecutor unveils smoking 
gun FBI text message, 'joint 
venture' to smear Trump" 

https://justthenews.com/accountability/ru
ssia-and-ukraine-scandals/durham-
bombshell-fbi-text-message-shows-
clinton-
lawyer?utm_medium=email&utm_source
=ncl_amplify&utm_campaign=20220405-
icymi_durham_bombshell_prosecutor_un
veils_smoking_gun_fbi_text_message_jo
int_venture_to_smear_trump&utm_conte
nt=ncl-
JA9hvGePSC&_nlid=JA9hvGePSC&_nhi
ds=geLWTMG7dk  

 NOW - Joe Biden looks like the third 
wheel in some videos as Obama returns 
to the White House. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/111953 
@disclosetv 

 Breaking911 
GEN. MILLEY: “We are now facing two 
global powers, China & Russia, each 
with significant military capabilities, both 
who intend to fundamentally change 
rules based on the global order. [...] The 
potential for significant international 
conflict between great powers is 
increasing." 
 
--StormyPatriotJoe:  
What if Russia & China are working with 
DJT to take down the New World Order - 
Q  
 
https://t.me/breaking911/6704  

 ⚡️ Foreign Ministry statement 

(https://mid.ru/en/foreign_policy/news/18
08143/ ) regarding Twitter’s act of 

censorship ⚡️  

 

❗ On April 5, the US social media 

company Twitter resorted to a blatant act 
of censorship by concealing a post on 
the Russian Foreign Ministry’s official 
account 
(https://twitter.com/mfa_russia/status/151
0648066403143683 ) in English behind a 
warning that it violates the platform’s 
rules. The post covered the main points 
of the Russian Defence Ministry’s 
statement about the provocation in the 
Ukrainian town of Bucha and a link to the 
full text of the statement. The material 
was marked as "offensive" (supposedly 
violating "abusive behaviour"... with facts 
apparently) and the ability of Twitter 
users to share it has been drastically 
curtailed. This is the first time such a 
restriction has been placed on the 
Foreign Ministry’s verified account since 
it was created in 2011. 
 
We regard this step as clear confirmation 
that Twitter as well as other US tech 
companies are direct participants in an 
unprecedented act of information 
aggression launched by Washington and 
its satellites, which is designed to shape 
international public opinion, creating a 
vastly distorted picture of events in 
Ukraine. Large-scale measures are 
being taken to conceal the horrendous 
crimes committed by the Kiev regime 
that is steeped in Nazi ideology. The 
fabrication of pretexts for ramping up  
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political and sanctions pressure on Russia 
and flooding Ukraine with an endless supply 
of weapons continues unabated. Before it 
was censored, the post was seen by over two 
million users, mainly outside of Russia. 
Obviously, the widespread interest prompted 
Twitter executives to resort to these 
unscrupulous methods. 
 

☝ We demand that Twitter immediately 

restore access to this post. There can be no 
place for bias in the company’s content 
moderation in the future. Otherwise, it may 
acquire a reputation as an accomplice to the 
Kiev regime’s atrocities. 

 
SCORECARD--GOP who voted to impeach 
Trump: 
 
Katko - resigned 
Kinzinger - resigned 
Gonzalez - resigned 
Toomey - resigned 
Upton - resigned [latest to bite the dust] 
 
Newhouse - primaried 
Cheney - primaried 
Meijer - primaried 
Rice - primaried 
Valadao - primaried 
Beutler - primaried 
Murkowski – primaried 

 
h/t Make America Slay Again 

MOAR: 

 

More: https://cutt.ly/eFwqVYn  

 JUST IN: Musk said he will 
"make significant 
improvements to Twitter in 
coming months!" 
@insiderpaper 

 BREAKING: Elon Musk will 
remain on Twitter's board until 
the company's annual 
shareholder's meeting in 
2024, and won't take a stake 
larger than 14.9 percent in the 
company during that time 
More: https://cutt.ly/4FwupK0  

 
 FROG: That means he’s 

going to unban everyone I 
think. Trumps coming back. 
-DWAC and twitter may just 
combine who knows 

 From Ash Brierly: 
If the theories suggesting 
Twitter could now merge with 
Truth Social after Musk 
becoming a majority 
stakeholder in the company, 
what happens next?  
 
Whatever is happening, it's 
certainly not going in the 
direction of a cabal system, 
that's for sure. The evidence 
couldn't be more in your face. 
 
If this does come to reality, 
then once this goes live, it's 
over. They tried so hard to 
censor us, and yet here we 
are still causing them chaos 
across the internet today, as 
we always have. 
 
Imagine what happens when 
we are all truly unleashed? 
 

UNSTOPPABLE 🔥 

 
Whether they merge or not is 
irrelevant at this point, though, 
because Twitter is gradually 
coming under control anyway 
it seems. Musk, after all, 
claims he is a "free speech 
absolutist," which suggests 
that even without a merger, 
there will be some heavy 
changes coming for the 
platform regardless and many 
patriots may make it back 
onto twitter itself. 
 
As for Facebook, they can 
already see the writing on the 
wall as they come under ever 
more increasing pressure for 
their policies and tactics, and 
because of this, their stock 
price is continuing to decline. 
 

The boomerang is coming make no 
mistake about it. When we are back into 
the mainstream there will be nothing on 
this planet that can stop the flow of 
TRUTH, not the mainstream media, not 
the intelligence agencies, not the 
politicians. We will have free reign to 
saturate the public consciousness with 
legitimate facts and undeniable truths. 
 
The Great Awakening is inevitable, and 
so are we! 
 

Tick tock! 💥 

 Bannon thinks there will be a referral of 
criminal charges for Zuckerberg after 
people watch Rigged2020 tonight : 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/111916  

 Is there hope for Ben Affleck? 
“Hollywood is Full of CIA Agents,” Says 
Ben Affleck 
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2022/0
3/27/hollywood-is-full-of-cia-agents-says-
ben-affleck/  

 DISNEY CRUISE SHIP Employee 
Caught On Camera Molesting 11-Yr-Old 
Girl In Elevator…Disney Security Guard 
Investigating Sexual Assault Told “Keep 
your mouth shut!”…Disney Reportedly 
Flew Accused Molester Back To India 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/
04/disney-cruise-ship-employee-caught-
camera-molesting-11-yr-old-girl-
elevatordisney-security-guard-
investigating-sexual-assault-told-keep-
mouth-shutdisney/  

 ALERT - US military tests hypersonic 
missile to get ahead of China’s and 
Russia’s advances in the cutting-edge 
strategic weapons technology 
More: https://cutt.ly/TFequmZ  

 PANIC 😏 

Twitter Employees Express Their 
Unhappiness About Musk Being the 
Largest Shareholder 
https://redstate.com/brandon_morse/202
2/04/05/twitter-employees-express-their-
unhappiness-about-musk-being-the-
largest-shareholder-in-twitter-n545736  

 
 Devin Nunes provides an update on 

Truth Social:  
 
“We continue to grow every single day 
even though we’re just barely in the 
testing phase. We continue to prove out 
the process, focus on our quality and 
reliability as we bring new users on…  
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We’re moving faster and faster towards being 
able to bring everybody on the platform and 
then also we’re gonna have the web 
application open soon. In addition to that, I 
think we’re making some progress possibly 
on the Google Play store. We’ll see. There 
could be new news with that soon.” 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/111958  

 Pentagon kept hypersonic test quiet amid 
Russia tensions 

 DARPA said the missile flew for more 300 
nautical miles and sustained speeds of more 
than Mach 5. 
https://www.defensenews.com/air/2022/04/05
/pentagon-kept-hypersonic-test-quiet-amid-
russia-tensions/  
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 DELTAS: https://qalerts.app/?q=apr+03 
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 Scavino on Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/danscavino/status/151138
5381639438338?s=28 
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“PUT ON THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD THAT YE MAY BE ABLE TO STAND AGAINST THE WILES OF THE DEVIL.”  EPHESIANS 6:11 
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IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE AWAKENING:  
First of all, Welcome. We DO NOT condone violence of any kind. Please visit qalerts.app and READ THE DROPS. They are 
an invaluable resource. LAZINESS is what got us ALL here in the first place. If you don’t understand something, ask a fren. 
We are here to help. Visit us in the chat on telegram or register on the website listed above under Frog’s pic. (Links are 
active on this page if you are in the PDF format). 

 

   
 


